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Abstract. The structure of a satellite must be designed to withstand loads induced during launch vehicle flight phases. This
is mainly to thrust force, on which is superimposed a low frequency vibration environment (up to hundreds of hertz), which
excites the launch vehicle and the satellite during flight phases. In order to qualify the satellite on this environmental load,
ground tests are performed based on standard rates.
The interface between the shaker and the satellite is not perfectly rigid, thus, during the qualification tests, when the
satellite is excited about at its base with a force followinga direction given, it appears in the center of the interface
between the shaker and the satellite one nominal motion and five other parasites motions (two translations and three
rotations). On the other hand, the guidance system of the interface by the exciter along the axis roll is not perfect, it
allows small transverse displacements and small rotations.
This paper propose to determine the responses due to the nominal single movement (rigid interface and perfect guidance)
by eliminating the effects of non-rigid interface and imperfect guidance to the structure.
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analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

The experimental study of structural vibration has always provided a major contribution to the efforts to understand
and to control the vibration phenomena encountered in pratice. However, there are two distincts types of tests: vibration
tests and controled tests. In the vibration tests the structure is submited to vibration forces under normal or specified
conditions and the responses are measured during operationof the structure under study. Controled tests, the structure is
vibrated with a known excitation (functionnal tests). The test is made under much more cosely-controled conditions an
consequently yields more accurate and detailed informations (sine and random tests, modal tests).

The structure of a satellite must be designed to withstand loads induced during launch vehicle flight phases. This is
mainly to thrust force, on which is superimposed a low frequency vibration environment (up to hundreds of hertz), which
excites the launch vehicle and the satellite during flight phases. In order to qualify the satellite on this environmental load,
ground tests are performed based on standard rates (Girard,1985).

The interface between the shaker and the satellite is not perfectly rigid, thus, during the qualification tests, when
the satellite is excited about at its base with a force following a direction given, it appears in the center of the interface
between the shaker and the satellite one nominal movement and five other parasites movements (two translations and three
rotations). On the other hand, the guidance system of the interface by the exciter along the axis roll is not perfect, it allows
small transverse displacements and small rotations.

This paper propose to determine the responses due to the nominal single movement (rigid interface and perfect guid-
ance) by eliminating the effects of non-rigid interface andimperfect guidance to the structure.

2. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

2.1 General Case

In this case it was considered a simple model of a structure, as shown in figure 1, which is excited about at its base
with a force following a direction given,X direction for example. The interface between the shaker andthe satellite is
not perfectly rigid, thus appears in the centerO of the interface between the shaker and the satellite one nominal motion
of translation , inX axis, and five other parasites motions (two translations inY andZ axis, and three rotations, inX, Y
andZ axis).

The aim of this paper is to determine these parasites motionsfrom a number of sensorsj (junction), placed on the
interface, and then eliminate their effects on the sensorsi (internal) placed in the structure, to find the responses dueto a
single nominal motion.
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Figure 1. Simplified model of the structure object of study

2.1.1 Equations of the interface motion

The acceleration vectorγo of six components(ü, v̈, ẅ, θ̈x, θ̈y, θ̈z) of the centerO is linked to the acceleration vector
γj by the following equation:

γj = Tjoγo, (1)

whereTjo is the transformation matrix that provide kinematic relations between pointsj ando.
For a given sensor located at a point M in the direction of unitvectorxj , the relation can be written as:

γj = ~xj
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If the matrixTojTjo is not singular (sensorsj sufficient to determineγo), the equation 1 give by the square minimum
method (pseudo-invertion ofTjo):

γo = (TojTjo)
−1

Tojγj , (3)

The difference

γj − Tjoγo =
[

Ijj − Tjo (TojTjo)
−1

Toj

]

γj , (4)

represents the interface deformation around the medium motion, null if the interface is rigid.

2.1.2 Elimination of the parasites motions

It is assumed known the responsesγ(i+j) to excitationFn, as a function ofω = 2πf .
The identification of eigenvector from the transfer function γ(i+j)/Fn, is given by:

γ(i+j)/Fn(ω) = −ω2G(i+j)n(ω), (5)

with

G(i+j)n(ω) =
∑

k

1
[

1−
(

ω
ωk

)2

+ iηk

]

φ(i+j)kφkn

ω2
kmk

+G(i+j)n,res , (6)

where,G is the dynamic flexibility matrix,φ is the eigenmode matrix,ηk is the modal damping andi is the imaginary
unit.

Now, let us reconstitute the transfer functionγ(i+j)/Fj , with only the residual terms:

γ(i+j)/Fj(ω) = −ω2G(i+j)j(ω), (7)
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with

G(i+j)j(ω) =
∑

k

1
[

1−
(

ω
ωk

)2

+ ηk

]

φ(i+j)kφkj

ω2
kmk

+G(i+j)j,res. (8)

The relation 7, between forces and accelerations, is valid whatever the forcesFj and displacementsγ(i+j).
At the first moment we will go to examine the implication of a rigid interface and after, that of a rigid interface with

perfect guidance.
A rigid interface, characterized by the6 movementsγo of its centerO, implies that the accelerationγj are expressed

strictly in terms ofγo, as we can see in equation 1:

γj = Tjoγo

Correspondingly, the forcesFo can be deduced by the forcesFj :

Fo = TojFj , (9)

and from equations 7 and 1, we can obtain:

Fj =
[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
γj =

[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
Tjoγo. (10)

Substitution of equation 10 into equation 9 yields

Fo = Toj

[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
Tjoγo, (11)

or

γo =
[

Toj

[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
Tjo

]

−1

Fo. (12)

If among the six components of the excitation forceFo there is only the electrodynamic forceFn, the otherFp

components being zero, the movement at the interface is given by:

γo =
[

Toj

[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
Tjo

]

−1

IonFn. (13)

with Ion = [1 0 0 0 0 0] for a nominal motion alongX axis. However, if one driver on the nominal motionγn = Ionγo,
the excitation force necessary is given by:

Fn =

[

Ino

[

Toj

[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
Tjo

]

−1

Ion

]

−1

γn. (14)

We found all the responses by exploiting equations 1, 7, 10 and 13.
If now we consider a perfect guidance, situation identified in what follows by (*), it implies that the movements ofO

other than the nominal movementγn are zero and the relations 1 and 10 become:

γ∗

j = Tjnγ
∗

n, (15)

F ∗

j =
[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
Tjnγ

∗

n. (16)

Equation 10 provides the necessary electrodynamics forceF ∗

n as well asF ∗

p forces which allows a perfect guidance:

F ∗

n = Tnj

[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
Tjnγ

∗

n, (17)
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F ∗

p = Tpj

[

−ω2Gjj

]

−1
Tjnγ

∗

n. (18)

Finally, by using equations 7 and 16, the accelerationsγ∗

i are given by:

γ∗

i =
[

−ω2Gij

]

F ∗

j = GijG
−1
jj Tjnγ

∗

n. (19)

Relations from 15 to 19 reflecting the behavior of the perfectly clamped structure and guided as a function of the nom-
inal movement specifiedγ∗

n. A new identification from transfer functionγ(i+j)/Fn allows to determine the eigenvectors:

(

γ(i+j)

Fj

)

∗

(ω) = −ω2

[

Gij G
−1
jj

Ijj

]

Tjn

[

Tnj G
−1
jj Tjn

]

−1
. (20)

2.2 Test Case

The characteristics of the test case treated were chosen in arepresentative manner of the problem. According to the
model we used the finites elements program (NASTRAN) to generate a database PROTO. This software, developed by the
INTESPACE Society, implement the modal superposition technique based on the results from NASTRAN by calculating
the cross admittances of de modes. For test case we have been found cross admittances from10 to 200 Hz in 500 points
linearly spaced (Girard, 1977). The force that generates anacceleration of1g was applied to node10 along theX axis.

From these results, we used the software MATLAB to generate 26 files (frequency, strength,accix, acciy, acciz, with
i = 1, 2, ..., 8); to determine the average motion of the interface (equation 3); the deformation around the average motion
(equation 4) and transfers functions (equation 5), placed on appropriate pattern for identification of the eigenvectorby
using the software TDAS. From the results of the identification was reconstituted the flexibilitiesG(i+j), equation 7 and
transfers functions

(

γ(i+j)/Fn

)

∗

, equation 20 (Hurty, 1965).
A new identification from these transfers functions can determine the eigenvector of the structure in the absence of

perturbatios introduced by the non-rigid interface and imperfect guide.

2.2.1 Characteristics of the model test case

In this work it was considered a finite element model with different types of beam elements and concentrated masses
in the nodes, as we can see in figure 2. The concentrated mass from node 1 to node 6 (M1 toM6) is equal to500kg; node
7 (M7) is equal to550kg; node 8 (M8) is equal to450kg. The Characteristics of the beam elements are:
low beams:Sl = 10−2m2; Iplan = 10−2m4; Il = 10−4m4; Jl = 10−4m4;
vertical beams:Sv = 10−3m2; Ixy = 10−2m4; Ixz = 2.10−4m4; Jv = 10−4m4;
upper beams:Su = 10−2m2; Iplan = 10−2m4; Il = 10−4m4; Ju = 10−4m4.

Where, S, I and J are, respectively, area, area moment of inertia and polar moment of inertia.

The guide excitation at nodes are:KTX = 106N/m andKTY toRz = 109N(m)/m.

The shape and modal frequency from the first to fourteenth modes are representeds in table 1 bellow.

Table 1. Shape and modal frequency of the test case

Modes Frequency Shape Modes Frequency Shape
(Hz) (Hz)

1 2.515 TX 2 32.45 RZ
3 34.86 RY 4 43.38 RX
5 63.04 Saddle 6 67.40 RZ
7 73.64 RY 8 84.40 TX
9 98.92 TX 10 121.59 few excitation
11 123.78 few excitation 12 124.60 few excitation
13 175.23 few excitation 14 176.93 few excitation
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Figure 2. Finite element model of the test case studied

3. RESULTS

It’s shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively, the curves of the transfers functionsγ1(x,y,z)/F10x andγ5(x,y,z)/F10x in
the junction and interne, with parasite motion. Figures 5 and 6 shows the curves of the transfers functionsγ1(x,y,z)/F10x

andγ5(x,y,z)/F10x in the junction and interne, of the structure perfectly clamped and guided (with no parasites motions).

Figure 3.Transfer function at node 1 - Junction (with residual terms)

Figure 4.Transfer function at node 5 - Interne (with residual terms)
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Figure 5.Transfer function at node 1 - Junction (without parasite motion)

Figure 6.Transfer function at node 5 - Interne (without parasite motion)

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a method to determine the dynamics responses in qualification tests of satellites, due to the
nominal single movement (rigid interface and perfect guidance) by eliminating the effects of non-rigid interface and
imperfect guidance to the structure.

From the analysis of curves obtained by calculations, we cansee that about 20 Hz the responses founded are different
of the nominal responses .

The same calculations were made by researchers of the INTESPACE whose answers were the same, despite some
differences can be attributed to machine error.

A study must be performed on a model that allows a relatively simple resolution, 2-DOF with a hundred points, for
example, to solve this problem.
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